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Elizabeth Dudley
Editor-in-Chief
As the 2014-15 school year
comes to a close, Godwin will
be saying goodbye to several
staff members. Retirees include
Bob Gregory, Deanna Hudson,
Sandy Justice, Jane Kelly, Mark
Machich, Linda Robson, Dale
Svor, and Bonnie Thompson.
Staff members leaving Godwin to pursue other employment
opportunities are Ryan Molloy,
Melissa Freed, and Tom Gallo.
Retiree candidate Bob Gregory has taught at Godwin for
31 years. He has taught World
History One and Two, Economics, Government, and Driver’s
Education.
When asked what he would
miss most, Gregory said, “The
wonderful students and members of the staff.”
Gregory’s plans for retirement include substituting in the
PREP Program, enjoying time
at the river, playing with his new
puppy, volunteering at his wife’s
elementary school, and relaxing.
Deanna Hudson will also
be retiring at the conclusion of
this school year. She has been
teaching for a total of 30 years.
Her career began in West Virginia and then moved to Hanover
for five years before coming to
Henrico County.
Hudson is completing her
fourteenth year as the Director of
School Counseling. Before becoming a counselor, she taught
a variety of classes such as English, French and Life Science.
Hudson’s most memorable
Godwin experience was participating in Challenge Day.
“It enabled me to make a
connection with students on an
inspiring level,” said Hudson.
Hudson’s greatest desire
for Godwin is that the Godwin
Family Eagle Fund will continue
and grow.
“The greatest thing we do is
helping those in our community
who struggle. We now assist
families on a year round basis
with necessities such as paying
rent for a month, paying a utility
bill, purchasing medication for
critically ill students and family
members, and putting groceries
on the table for those who cannot,” said Hudson.
Hudson hopes to continue
helping others by volunteering
time to Crossover Ministries and
Wounded Warriors.
“I was blessed to have a son
who served two tours of duty in
Iraq and survived without significant injury. I know this is not true
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(l to r) Robert Gregory, Linda Robson, Dale Svor, Deanna Hudson, Tom Gallo, Bonnie
Thompson, Mark Machich, Sandy Justice, Ryan Molloy, Jane Kelly. Not pictured:
Melissa Freed
for many who served, and I want
to serve them as they served our
country,” said Hudson.
Sandy Justice is also among
those who are retiring. Justice
has been at Godwin for 15 years
and worked in Henrico County
for 28 years. Before becoming
Assistant Principal at Godwin,
she taught at Henrico High
School for 12 years after which
she became an Administrative
Intern.
Taking a class from ninth to
12th grade and watching them
cross the stage at graduation is
among Justice’s fondest memories.
“Announcing the names at
that culminating ceremony has
indeed been an honor and a
pleasure,” said Justice.
She is also appreciative to
have been a part of several administrative teams.
“Each has made me feel like
I had something to offer to this
wonderful place called Godwin
High School,” said Justice.
Justice said she will miss
coming into a building she felt
she belonged in and working
alongside the administrators,
teachers, students and staff.
She plans to continue work
in Henrico County with other
educational institutions.
“I will spend a good deal of
time on my beloved Eastern
Shore, along the Chesapeake
Bay, and perhaps even learn
how to relax a bit,” said Justice.
Another retiree is biology
teacher Jane Kelly. She has
been teaching a total of 22
years, eight of which were at
her alma mater, Hopewell High
School.
Kelly took time off to raise her

children. Kelly has been teaching biology full time at Godwin
for 14 and a half years.
Kelly’s favorite memories at
Godwin include participating in
the Variety Show and the faculty
dance at the Homecoming Pep
Rally.
“I will miss the students who
were so good to me and those
who appreciated my classroom.
The students who realized that
they learned a lot in biology,”
said Kelly.
Kelly hopes to be back for a
few years as a substitute and
eventually have more time to
take care of her 91 year old
mother.
“I plan to relax and enjoy life,”
said Kelly.
Mathematics teacher Mark
Machich will also be joining
the retirees’ ranks. Machich
has been teaching a total of 33
years, in Henrico County. He
began at Henrico High School
and went on to Varina before
coming to Godwin.
This year will mark his 11th
year at Godwin. Machich has
taught a variety of math courses
from general math to advanced
placement calculus.
“I think my favorite memory of
Godwin focuses around the tradition of the strength of the students working together. Whether
it’s supporting an athletic team,
accepting the responsibility to
help others, promote a social
cause, or striving for academic
excellence, the students working
together is a powerful image,”
said Machich.
Machich said he will miss
working with the students in the
classroom.
“It is extremely rewarding to

work with a student who wants to
learn. I feel blessed to have had
the opportunity to work with so
many outstanding young people
and educators during the last 33
years,” said Machich.
Linda Robson has been at
Godwin for 26 years. Throughout her career she has taught
21st Century Computer Skills,
Computer Applications, IT Fundamentals, Business Law, Economics, and Personal finance.
Her favorite memory is finding
out that she had a new contract
for the following school year.
Robson said she will miss seeing her friends every day.
“I hope to catch up on things
I have not had the time to complete. I am looking forward to
feeling like I have time to really
enjoy things rather than always
being in a rush. I am excited to
begin living at a slower pace,
but more fully enjoying it,” said
Robson.
English 11 teacher Dale Svor
has been teaching in Henrico
County for 41 years and at Godwin for 20 years.
Svor cites the Godwin atmosphere as his most powerful
memory.
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“It will always be the incredible feeling of family that exists
within the school. There is nothing more inspiring than to see
the Godwin teachers, students,
parents, administrators, guidance counselors, maintenance
people, secretaries all coming
together to make this place
what it is: an incredible place
for students to grow and learn,”
said Svor.
Svor said he will miss the
people the most when he leaves,
but he is also looking forward to
the perks of retirement.

enjoy time with my son and wife.
I am participating in the PREP
program so hopefully I will be at
Godwin helping out in some way
next year,” said Svor.
be saying farewell to is Bonnie
Thompson. Thompson is the
Coordinator for Assessment and
Remediation, who supervises
and plans the SOL testing as
well as organize the tutoring.
Thompson’s favorite memory
was “when [her] children graduated from Godwin, I was allowed
to hand them their diplomas.”

Thompson will miss the people at Godwin.
“They are an amazing group
of people,” said Thompson.
She hopes to spend her
retirement with her family and
friends as well as work part time.
Activities Director Ryan Malloy will be leaving Godwin this
year and taking over as Athletic
Director at Atlee High School.
“The amount of school spirit
shown by the students here is
unmatched. Everything associated with this school has been
a lasting memory. That includes
the athletic events, the plays and
musicals, Mr. MG, Senior Guys
Dance, Pep Rallies, Halloween
Creativity and so many others,”
said Malloy.
Malloy has been at Godwin
for three years and has made
many memories during that time.
“I will miss all the interactions
I have had with the students over
the years. The faculty and staff
have been great to work with
as well, but the students here
at Godwin are fantastic,” said
Malloy.
According to Malloy, being
Athletic Director takes away from

time at home with family.
“Being that I live in that area,
the opportunity to continue a job
I love closer to the family I love

siblings “was actually really random. I got a friend request from
this young woman in California
who I had no mutual friends with,
so naturally declined it and made
nothing of it.”
He was unaware that the
woman was with People magazine and wanted to do a feature
story on him and his siblings.
“A few days later, my siblings
and I got an email from a lady
that does PR at Tech who we
know. I found out that it was

the person who tried to friend
request me.”
The article covers the Loma-

Malloy.
Godwin Librarian Melissa
Freed will also be leaving Godwin.
“Without a doubt, I will miss
the students the most. The students at Godwin are an amazing
bunch,” said Freed.
Freed has been teaching for
eight years and has been at
Godwin for one.
“Judging the Mr. MG Pageant
is my favorite memory at Godwin,” said Freed.
Freed will be the Middle and
Upper School Librarian at the
Steward School next year.
Physics teacher Tom Gallo
is also taking a position at The
Steward School. Gallo has been
teaching for 13 years and has
been at Godwin for the past
eight years. He has taught a
variety of physics classes at all
levels.
When asked about his favorite Godwin memory, Gallo said,
“Some years ago I was lucky

enough to perform in a musical
act at the variety show with a
group of teachers and students.
During a rendition of ‘Hey Jude’
by the Beatles I looked out into
the audience and the students
had their cell phone screens lit
as if they were lighters. It was
the one and only time in my life
that I felt like a rock star.”
Gallo will miss his students
the most next year.
“The students at Godwin are
some of the best people I have
ever met. I’ve played the role
of teacher, mentor, and friend to
many of them. I really feel like
I am leaving family behind as I
head off to my next adventure,”
said Gallo.
Gallo will teach a combination
of physics and philosophy classes, while working with technology integration in the classroom.
The staff will be missed by
their fellow teachers and administrators.
“On behalf of the administrative team, we will greatly
miss the wisdom and experience
of the teachers that are retiring
this year. They have added so
much in their tenure at Godwin

to the culture and climate of our
school and most importantly to
the education and lives of our
students.
“Congratulations, dear Eagles! We wish you a relaxing
retirement full of whatever you
love the best!” said Assistant
Principal Leigh Dunavant.

Visit
godwineagles.org
to see prom and
student v. faculty
basketball game
pictures.

Godwin quadruplets featured in People

Ben Elia
Opinion editor
A recent People magazine
article online about Godwin
alumni and quadruplets Chris,
Kate, Steve, and Greg Lomaka.
The Lomaka quadruplets are
graduates of the class of 2012,
and all four will be entering their
senior year at Virginia Tech in
Blacksburg in the fall.
Chris said that the beginning
of the article on him and his

send her four children to college,
which included not only working
full time as a delivery nurse but
working extra night shifts.
All four praised their mothtold People
“rubbed off on all of us”.
The Lomaka quads have two
other siblings, including a young-

photo courtesy people.com

The quadruplets and Godwin alumnis Kate, Steve, Greg, and Chris
Lomaka (l to r) at Virginia Tech University.

er brother with Down syndrome.
When asked about being one
of six kids, Chris told People,
“It's normal to me – I've grown
up with this my whole life and it
has been an absolute blessing.”
The May 10 feature can be
found at people.com.

Go to people.
com to read
more about
the Lomaka
quadruplets and
their mother.
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2014-2015 Eagles’ Eyrie Sports Awards

photo courtesy Sarah Goodrich

photo courtesy Sandy Spicknall

Game of the Year: Godwin vs. Freeman
Basketball

Girls Athlete of the Year: Sarah Goodrich, Sr.

photo courtesy Wesley Dugger

photo courtesy Julie Jones

Underclassmen Girls Athlete of the Year:
Paige Franks, Fr.

Underclassmen Boys Athlete of the Year:
Wesley Dugger, So.

photo courtesy Tom Hoy

photo courtesy Will York

Student Section MVP: Will York, Sr. (middle)

Boys Team of the Year: Golf

photo courtesy Julie Jones

Girls Multi-Sport Athlete of the Year: Sara
Puglisi, So. (soccer and basketball)

photo courtesy Richmond Times-Dispatch

Boys Athlete of Year: Mark Lawrence, Sr.

photo courtesy Julie Jones

Girls Team of the Year: Soccer
*we also predict girls tennis to win a state
championship

photo courtesy Cameron Yerian

Boys Multi-Sport Athlete of the Year: Will
Parcell, Sr. (basketball and baseball)
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Madeline Bryson:
Co-Editor-in-Chief

College: Virginia Tech
Major: Bussness/Marketing
Favorite Journalism Memory: Girl time
during lunch
Favorite school event attended: This year’s
Godwin vs Deep Run football game

Benedict Elia:
Flair and Opinion Editor

College: University of Alabama
Major: Special Education
Favorite teacher: The Woz
Three words to describe yourself:
Amusing, charming, and conservative
Page Compiled by: Jordan Payne & Fatima Rodriguez
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Elizabeth Dudley:
Co-Editor-in-Chief

College: Virginia Commonwealth University
Major: Nursing
Favorite school event attended: Godwin vs
Freeman basketball game
Role Model(s): Coach Seidenberg
Three words to describe yourself: Ambitious,
driven, blessed

Matthew Elmore:
News Editor
College: University of Georgia
Major: Undecided
Favorite Journalism Memory: Mentoring Harrison in Business Theory
Three words to describe yourself:
I don’t know
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Will York:
Co-Online Editor-in-Chief

College: Virginia Tech
Major: Communications
Three words to describe yourself:
American-ingenuity, not-bushleague,
and dedicated

Michael Quinan:
Front Page Editor

College: Colgate University
Major: History and Economics
Favorite Journalism Memory: Harrison’s dance moves
Three words to describe yourself:
Tired, lukewarm, and pasty
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Stephen “Miller” Bowe:
Flair and Opinion Editor

College: Christopher Newport University
Major: History
Favorite Journalism Memory: Founding
and governing a small micronation (The
Corner) with Brendan, Ben, and Tony
while pretending to work

Brendan Billy:
Staff Writer
College: Old Dominion University
Major: International Studies
Favorite school event attended: Senior
Skip Day
Three words to describe yourself:
Don’t eat shampoo
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State champions of science?
Chase Binns
Associate Edior-in-chief
Each year high school students from around the world with
the best science projects compete in ISEF, the International
Science and Engineering Fair.
This year juniors Nidhi Kumar, David Lu, Swapnil Pande,
and twins Michael and Matthew
Retchin represented Godwin at
the world fair. Each had to earn
his or her ticket to Pittsburgh,
where ISEF was being held,
through other competitions.
Prize Winners at the Metro Richthem.
Kumar conducted an experiment to determine how the acidi-

from around the world, Kumar
placed fourth in the Environmental Science category at ISEF.
Now the Chesapeake Bay Research Consortium plan to interview Kumar for their website,
and they may even assist her
with further research.
“If I was able to do it again, I
would in a heartbeat. At ISEF,
I was able to meet Nobel Prize

winners and meet new kids from
all over the world,” said Kumar.
Lu’s project dealt with Biochemistry.
“I utilized computer software
to identify drug candidates for a
potentially new therapy against
multi-drug resistant bacteria
infection,” said Lu.
Along with Kumar, Lu placed
fourth in his category.
The University of Sciences at
Philadelphia was so impressed
with Lu’s project that they offered
attend their school.
Pande developed a mathematical model and computer
simulation of heart tissue to
investigate how cardiac deformation would affect heartbeat.
He placed fourth in his category out of participants from
around the world as well.
Pande walked away from
for his project.
of each of their respected categories, but Michael and Matthew
Retchin came to ISEF and won
the First Award in Computational
Biology and Bioinformatics and
won the Best of Category Award
in Computational Biology and

Bioinformatics.
They used a statistical methused to diagnose and treat any
disease. Their algorithm called
DeepMine has outperformed
several from MIT and Yale.
The Retchins received a
do-U.S. Science and Technology
Visit to India” award.
“It was the most incredible
experience of my life. We got to
see Nobel laureates speak, and
we met tons of other incredible,
amazing people,” said Retchin.
The Metro Richmond Stem
Fair sent seven total people to
ISEF, the other two being from
each student sent from the fair
won something at ISEF.
“This is a remarkable achievement and is beyond and above
anything Godwin has done in
the past,” said head Specialty
Center Director Todd Phillips.
He later said, “I am most
proud of their dedication, their
effort, and their support of one
another- qualities that aren’t
taught in a classroom.”

photo courtesy societyforscience.org

Matthew (l) and Michael (r) Retchin receive the Intel
Indo-U.S. Science and Technology Visit to India Award

C e n t e r s p re a d S e n i o r P ro f i l e s C o n t i n u e d

Taylor Kickler:
Photographer

Antonio Detres:
Staff Writer

College: Taking a gap year
College: Guilford
Favorite Journalism MemoMajor: Business
ry: Forming “The Corner” with
Favorite Journalism Memory:
friends
Beating up Trent
Three words to describe yourself: Favorite teacher: Sharon Womble
Role Model(s): Harrison Ford
Really, really cool
Three words to describe yourself:
Tony the Tiger

Katherine Moss:
Staff Writer
College: Virginia Tech
Major: Biological Sciences
Favorite Journalism Memory:
Girl time during lunch
Three words to describe yourself: Sweet, single, and sassy
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One senior’s top 10 high school tips
Katherine Moss
Staff Writer

on the high school life hacks
I’ve compiled over the years.
Here are my tried-and-true tips
to getting through high school in
one piece.
1. Always ask for help in a
subject if you need it. The worse
thing to do when you can’t seem
to grasp the subject material
being taught is to simply sit back
and watch your grade plummet.
Talk to your teacher! There’s alit is proven time and time again
that hard work pays off. Also,
going to a teacher to ask for help
shows initiative and concern for
your school work (which makes
you look good in your teacher’s
2. Seek some guidance from
your peers. Ask a friend to edit
a rough draft, go to the Writing
Center, or get a tutor to solve

a math problem with you. It is
gather another student’s advice
or perspective when you’re stuck
in a subject.
3. Never underestimate the
power of a good night of sleep.
Shoot for getting at least eight
hours of sleep each night. I
have experienced plenty of late
nights of studying, forced to
procrastination. I’ve attended
school the next day as a walking zombie, thinking of nothing
all day except crawling into my
the minute I arrive home. When
you’re faced with the choice of
going to bed somewhat “on time”
choose to go to bed.
4. Respect your teachers,
even when you may not feel
like you are receiving the same
treatment on your end; you can
never know what someone may
be dealing with in their life that

day, so it’s better to be kind.
Besides, why would you want to
limit your options when asking
for letters of recommendation
to the teachers you actually do
have good relationships with?
Strive to have good relationships
with each and every one of your
teachers.
ing—not just on test day. This
may be a no-brainer, but it really
is important to make time to provide your brain and body with the
fuel it needs so that you can do
your best; doing so will keep you
from getting too grouchy when
you’re assigned a research pa6. Take a breath. When faced
with mountains of homework
or a crazy-busy schedule that
step back and remind yourself
of the big picture. No, I am not
advocating that you ignore your
calculus homework and snug-

series instead, but a single bad
not ruin your college dreams,
career goals, or life.
7. Don’t freak out too much
about less-than-perfect school
they are not the things by which
you will be remembered most.
Also, looking back on them 10 or
20 years from now will give you
a good laugh.
8. Get somewhat involved
with Godwin; it makes going to
school each day less dreadful
and it really is a great way to
make friends. I can speak from
year at Godwin, and I walked
ing no one, but at the end of the
group of great people, about half
of which were in my Journalism
class. No matter how many
times it is said, getting involved

and make new friends.
9. Don’t be afraid to take
the classes you really want in
your schedule. The thought of
taking a certain Honors or AP
class may seem daunting now,
but with time they will become
more manageable. Also, don’t
let someone’s opinion of a class
sion to take that class. Some are
history than others, so know and
trust in your academic strengths
when picking your schedule.
10. Make time for (good,
books every now and then (or
tote them with you to Panera for
a social gathering—at least you
moves pretty fast. If you don’t
stop and look around once in a
while, you could miss it.”

to help you meet new people

Keeping in touch with friends after graduation
Miller Bowe
Flair Editor
Here we are, ladies and gentlemen: the end. The 2014-2015
and for many of those reading
this- for seniors- the end of this
year heralds the end of some
13 years in the Henrico County
Public School system.
Next year Godwin’s diaspora
will be spread all across the
country, at a wide variety of colleges. This poses a challenge
for any senior who wishes to
still keep in touch with friends
both at home and far away: how
can one maintain a friendship or
relationship while separated by
hundreds of miles?

Fortunately, in the 21st century, we have a wide variety of
ways of keeping in touch.

method is Skype. Skype is an
application designed for instant
messaging and video calling. It
is, of course, very obscure, so
any reader who feels out the
loop needn’t feel alone.
Skype has its own share of
unique issues, though: it has an
annoying propensity to cut out
at inopportune times, and microphone and camera troubles can
often reduce your conversational partner to a pixelly mass of
mumbling static.
Another good method of
keeping in touch is with instant messaging services, like

Facebook messenger or AIM.
Talking via text is simple and
convenient, but there is something lost in a conversation not
held face-to-face. Sarcasm and
subtlety are lost, and no number
of emojis can truly replace them.
One hoping to maintain connections with high school friends
may wish to look into raising carrier pigeons- domesticated birds
known for their ability to travel
home from many miles away.
Pigeon post is ancient, having been used by Julius Caesar
and Genghis Khan to report
their conquests home, and by
soldiers during both World Wars.
While it is less conventional than
Skype or Facebook, pigeon post
does not suffer from dropped

connections (unless the pigeon
quire a microphone or webcam.
Smoke signals are a method
of long-distance communication
used across the world since prehistory. Any student who decides
to revive this almost-forgotten
method of conversation may,
paradoxically, manage to do
something novel: the ancients
never found the need to signal
the word “bae”.
The seniors of today should
be thankful that they face this
problem in such a technological
age. Twenty years ago, there
was no Skype, no Facebook,
and almost no such thing as
texting. Keeping in touch would
entail talking on the phone or

sending letters- real paper-andink letters with a stamp and
everything.
in touch with friends at home is
simply to never leave. Seniors
who really, truly do not want to
lose contact with their friends at
their classes and get held back.
Maintaining friendships while
far away is important, whether
you use conventional methods
or more esoteric ones. Rising
seniors, please, cling to the precious time you still have in these
hallowed halls of learning. Wring
every possible memory out of
next year, because when it’s
over, you’ll have to buy a carrier
pigeon.
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Goodbye class of
2015. You will be
missed. Good luck in
your future
endeavors.
page compiled by Margaretta Sackor and
Rachel Panak

